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ABSTRACT 

This paper offers a concise overview of tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET)-based biosensors, detailing their evolution 

and contemporary applications in biosensing. TFET-based biosensors exhibit notable characteristics such as high 

sensitivity, affordability, and the ability to detect biomolecules label-free, garnering significant interest. While 

conventional field-effect transistor biosensors possess advantages, limitations on subthreshold swing, particularly due to 

various short-channel effects (SS>60 mV/decade), constrain sensitivity, limiting their utility. Ongoing research endeavors 

aim to address these limitations by enhancing various aspects, with the ultimate aim of devising a device capable of 

surpassing the drawbacks of established biosensors constructed from multiple transistor devices. This initiative seeks to 

develop a biosensing platform that optimally combines sensitivity, affordability, and reliability, potentially revolutionizing 

biosensing applications across various fields. 
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1.INTRUDUCTION 

The field of hardware is experiencing a transformative stage checked by uncommon computational control and 

capabilities, owing to breakthroughs in coordinates circuit (IC) innovation. Much appreciated to 

the tireless investigate and advancement endeavors of the gadgets community traversing over four 

decades, conventional MOSFET measurements have ceaselessly contracted, driving to upgraded circuit thickness and di

minished costs for included usefulness. Co-founder of Intel, Gordon Moore, broadly anticipated that semiconductor chips 

would twofold in control each two a long time whereas diminishing in taken a toll, possibly getting to be little sufficient to 

be implanted in ordinary things like homes, cars, and smartphones. Moore's projections have held genuine for a 

few decades, giving a directing light for the semiconductor industry and driving the broad selection of his standards. 

This slant has impelled hardware into a modern period of development, where the boundaries of computational 

capabilities are persistently being pushed. 
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Standard Field Impact Transistors (FETs) offer preferences in biosensor applications; in any case, impediments like 

subthreshold swing (SS>60 mV/decade) 

and brief channel impacts diminish affectability. Analysts point to plan biosensors overcoming these disadvantages. 

This ponder points to separate TFET biosensors based 

on working and affectability characteristics, helping analysts in progressing more tried and true biosensors. 

Biosensors offer a exact arrangement for biomolecule revelation, ordinarily comprising a transducer and target analytes 

like DNA or antibodies. Organic analytes are challenging to distinguish, regularly requiring exorbitant and time-

consuming label-based strategies. Label-free location, be that as it may, utilizes inborn physical properties such as charge 

or measure to distinguish biomolecules without the require for names, disentangling estimations. This 

approach upgrades productivity and exactness in biosensing applications. 

Section I gives a brief writing outline, highlighting the challenges analysts confront in compiling 

comprehensive information on TFET-based biosensors. In Segment II, the content digs into 

the development and execution comparison of numerous biosensors. At long last, Area III concludes the dialog. 

MOS coordinates circuit innovation supports the nonstop headway of MOSFETs. These four-terminal gadgets, known as 

MOSFETs, discover applications in both analog and advanced circuits. They comprise of a silicon substrate overlaid with 

an protects layer of dielectric fabric, ordinarily SiO2, shaping a structure associated to planar capacitance. The entryway, 

source, deplete, and body serve as the four terminals. 

Gated Stick diodes serve as burrow FETs. The intensely doped p+ and n+ locales at the crossing point of 

the natural region and deplete locale make a consumption locale. Applying turn 

around inclination broadens this locale, creating cleared charge carriers. These carriers utilize band-to-band tunneling 

to navigate the natural region and reach the source valence band. In a TFET, a positive voltage on the n-type door with p+ 

doped source and n+ doped deplete, whereas a negative voltage on the p-type door with n+ doped source and p+ doped 

drain. 

Tunnel Field Impact Transistors depend on current conduction associated to burrow diodes. In these transistors, electrons 

in the N-type deplete and gaps in the P-type source contribute. Beneath turn around inclination, the electric 

field increments, decreasing the potential obstruction stature, permitting electron exchange from the deplete to the source. 

Biosensors, spearheaded by Clark and Lyons in 1962, have gotten to be irreplaceable explanatory devices in changing 

over natural information into quantifiable signals. With expanding request, especially in demonstrative applications, 

biosensors play a significant part in early infection discovery, combating the rise in fatalities due to late analyze around 

the world. ELISA stands out as a broadly utilized strategy in clinical research facilities, competent of diagnosing 

a horde of afflictions. In any case, numerous current biomarker discovery strategies depend on labeled 

reagents, posturing challenges in checking probe/target interactions. 

Various biosensors exist for biomarker discovery, with FETs being unmistakable in label-free location of DNA 

hybridization, glycan-protein intelligent, antibody-antigen responses, and cell distinguishing proof. FET 

biosensors distinguish biomolecules' electric charge, with modifications in door voltage-drain current signaling analyte 

adsorption on the FET door surface altered with a biomolecular receptor layer. 

In watery arrangements, target molecules' charge prompts a alter in the door surface's charge, changed over into an 

electrical flag by means of field impact. Modifications in limit voltage pinpoint biorecognition occasions on the 

FET door surface. Surface alteration methods empower immobilization of different bio acknowledgment materials for 

biomarker inquire about. ISFET gadgets, presented by Bergveld in 1970, discover far reaching utilize in biosensing 

applications, serving as transducers in electrochemical sensors for particle composition observing. Enzyme-based ISFET 

biosensors utilize the pH-sensitive rule, immobilizing proteins on the device's door surface. They 

offer quick and touchy discovery of different analytes like penicillin, urea, and glucose, lessening examination time. 

These biosensors have appeared potential for recognizing complex materials, encouraging assorted applications in 

biosensing. 
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MOSFETs work in three essential modes:  

1) Cut-off locale, where the deplete current is zero, showing the transistor is in the off state due to 

an deficiently door voltage to frame the channel, falling underneath the edge voltage.  

2) The straight or triode locale, characterized by 

a door voltage outperforming the edge, empowering current stream between source and deplete, with a drain-to-source 

voltage lower than the distinction between gate-source voltage and limit. 3) Immersion locale, where the gate-source 

voltage surpasses the limit and the drain-source voltage, driving to maximal deplete current in spite of gate-source 

voltage changes, characterizing the transistor's full-on state. 

2. 1 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Anran Gao (2016) proposed a biosensor utilizing a silicon nanowire tunneling field effect transistor (SiNW-TFET) 

compatible with complementary metal oxide semiconductors, ideal for point-of-care applications. SiNW-TFETs exhibit 

notable sensitivity and compatibility, detecting pH changes and the lung cancer biomarker CYFRA2l-1's ambipolar nature. 

Unfunctionalized SiNW-TFETs act as hydrogen ion sensors, while changes in surface charges at the nanowire surface gate 

the Tunnel Field Effect device, showcasing ambipolar conductivity under both positive and negative voltages. This 

ambipolar response distinguishes electrical noise for precise object analysis. 

Rakhi Narang (2012) introduced an analytical model of p-n-p-n TFET as a label-free biomolecule detector, emphasizing 

two critical characteristics: charge and dielectric constant. TFET-based biosensors show enhanced sensitivity compared to 

traditional FET-based ones, attributed to threshold shift, ON-current level change, and ON-OFF ratio alterations, with ON 

current changes deemed a suitable sensing parameter due to their wide range. TFETs offer cost-effective, label-free 

biomolecule detection through on-chip manufacturing, leveraging nanostructures like nanowires for enhanced electrostatic 

control. Their use of electrical characteristics provides stability and simplicity, making them appealing for biomolecule 

detection in various applications. 

Deepak Soni et al. (2018) enhanced TFET-based biosensor sensitivity and speed by introducing plasma production. An 

additional electrode with negative supply voltage expanded the cavity above the source, resolving issues like abrupt 

junction creation. Plasma layer development near the silicon-HFO2 interface improved biomolecule detection by 

enhancing hole concentration and sensor speed. 

Prabhat Kumar and Brajesh Kumar (2019) proposed a TFET utilizing transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) materials for 

sensing applications due to TMDs' unique physical characteristics and atomically thin-layered structure. The device 

exhibited a subthreshold swing of 50 mV/decade and a sensitivity of 2.11, making it suitable for label-free biosensors. L-

shaped TFETs are preferred for their low voltage, power consumption, and off-state current. 

Sayan Kanungo's 2016 study utilized device-level modeling to explore the impact of (SiGe) source and n+ pocket doped 

channel in TFETs. Silicon germanium source DMTFET demonstrated higher subthreshold current levels while maintaining 

device sensitivity. 

Cao W's 2019 experimental study investigated TFET characteristics, emphasizing the impact of band gap, length, source 

doping level, and tunnel effective mass on Subthreshold Swing. It favored small band gaps for heterojunction TFETs and 

specific parameters for homojunction design. 

M. Waleed Shinwari (2011) investigated the impact of DNA probe distribution on label-free biosensor reliability. Utilizing 

Monte Carlo simulations on a 3D BioFET model, they analyzed signal variation concerning probe position for enhanced 

sensitivity. He studied the impact of electrolyte content and pinch-off zone on signal-to-noise ratio in biosensors, 

emphasizing the importance of a controlled environment for device reliability and miniaturization. Jae-Hyuk Ahn et al. 

introduced double gate nanowire FETs in 2010 to enhance sensitivity. 

Jae-Hyuk Ahn et al. introduced a double gate nanowire FET in 2010, dividing the gate into primary (G1) and secondary 

(G2) regions for improved sensitivity in traditional FET devices. 
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Anne S. Verhulst (2007) highlighted the advantages of reducing gate length in TFETs, including faster switching and 

simplified processing. Research on short gate TFETs for low-power digital applications with <0.5V supply voltages 

showed minimal impact of tunneling current on gate capacitance, ensuring satisfactory charging/discharging rates for low 

voltage operations. 

2.2 SIMULATION APPROACH 

Atlas, a versatile program for two- and three-dimensional semiconductor device simulations, synergizes with the VWF 

Interactive Tools, enriching its capabilities. Deck Build establishes prerequisites for Atlas command language usage. 

Optimizer enables optimization across various simulators. Tony Plot facilitates visualization of device structure files and 

electrical properties outputs. Mask Views corrects IC layout issues. These tools collectively streamline device simulation 

and fabrication processes, providing comprehensive support for semiconductor device development and analysis. 

 

Athena, another process simulator, complements Atlas by generating device structures through multiple processing stages, 

which Atlas can utilize as inputs. Atlas then predicts the device's electrical properties based on the structure. These outputs 

can further inform software for SPICE modeling and device characterization. Atlas serves as a physically-based simulator, 

calculating device features using Maxwell's equations and mesh points. This approach offers advantages like 

comprehensive device understanding without physical prototyping, simplified parameter calculations, and trend estimation 

under varying bias conditions, enhancing efficiency and accuracy in device design and analysis. 

 

 

Figure illustrates the information flow within the Atlas device simulator. Input files include a text file containing Atlas 

command language and a structure file defining the device's structure. Atlas outputs three types of files: runtime output 

showing failures and warnings, solution files with 2D or 3D device parameter data, and log files detailing electrical 

characteristics. This study explores TFETs with single and double gates, utilizing dual material gates and various gate 

dielectrics to enhance current and efficiency. The double gate model increases ON current by introducing an additional 

gate, while maintaining a constant OFF current. This configuration offers improved subthreshold swing and Ion/Ioff ratio, 

making it an optimal choice for operation. 
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2.3 SIMULATION OUTCOMES AND CONVERSATIONS 

This offers an in-depth examination of simulation outcomes and pertinent discussions concerning the double gate tunnel 

field effect transistor (DM-LTFET) utilized as a biosensor. The chapter meticulously replicates the device's input 

characteristics and conducts simulations to assess its response to both charged and neutral biomolecules. Essential 

parameters such as threshold voltage, subthreshold swing, and sensitivity are meticulously computed and analyzed. The 

DM-LTFET's simulated structure is outlined, delineating the inclusion of intrinsic silicon between the source and drain 

regions, a departure from conventional TFET configurations. Notably, the intrinsic silicon concentration stands at 

1.08×10^10, while both the source and drain boast doping concentrations surpassing 10^19. Through detailed simulation 

results, the chapter sheds light on the device's performance nuances and its potential efficacy in biosensing applications. 

These insights offer valuable contributions to the understanding and optimization of DM-LTFETs for robust and sensitive 

biosensing functionalities, positioning them as promising candidates in the field of biosensor technology. 

 

Figure: Simulated structure of pin TFET on Silvaco Atlas 
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Figure 5.2 The Log ID versus Vgs characteristics of Pin TFET shows Ion current in the order of 10 

The input characteristic graph illustrates the device's behavior under various drain voltages. Ioff current, ranging from 10^-

18, underscores TFETs' low power consumption. While tunneling current increases with both gate and drain voltages, short 

channel impact hinders improvement in ION beyond 0.6V of drain voltage. Factors like velocity saturation, DIBL, and 

pinch-off mechanism contribute to this limitation. 

3.1 NEUTRAL BIOIMOLECULE DETECTION 

In this investigation, we focused on utilizing the DMFET to detect the strong biotin–streptavidin bond, known for its high 

free energy of association in aqueous solutions. This biomolecular system has diagnostic potential for certain disorders. 

Biomolecules like streptavidin (dielectric constant = 2.1), protein (dielectric constant = 2.50), and biotin (dielectric constant 

= 2.63) have unique dielectric constants, affecting the behavior of the DMFET. By introducing dielectric materials with 

constants (K > 1), we approximated the influence of neutral biomolecules. 
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As the dielectric constant of the biomolecule within the nanogap cavity increases, the capacitance at the source side also 

increases, leading to more band bending at the tunnel junction and a subsequent decrease in the tunnel barrier width. This 

results in an increase in drain current. An observation table detailing the threshold variation is provided to further elucidate 

these effects overall, leveraging the DMFET for detecting the biotin–streptavidin bond demonstrates promising 

applications in biomolecular diagnostics and biosensing technologies. 

 

 

4. FUTURE SCOPE 

The DM-LTFET sensor exhibits remarkable sensitivity, rendering it highly suitable for applications in ultra-sensitive, low-

consumption biosensors. To assess its sensitivity, the transfer curve, current sensitivity, and threshold voltage sensitivity 

of the proposed structure were analyzed across various dielectric constants, cavity thicknesses, and charged biomolecules. 

However, there are still areas for improvement, and future innovations are expected to address these challenges. 

Simulation results indicate that reducing the cavity size enhances the sensor's sensitivity, as it increases the amount of 

positive charge and the relative permittivity of biomolecules. This suggests significant potential for further development 

and market penetration of DM-LTFET sensors. 

In terms of future extensions, effective hardware implementation could revolutionize CMOS biosensor circuit design, with 

potential applications across the healthcare industry. Continued research and development efforts should focus on creating 

sensors with low energy consumption, minimal power dissipation, and compact form factors, aligning with the demands 

of integrated circuit design for the future. The successful integration of such sensors could lead to groundbreaking 

advancements in healthcare technology. 
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